Experience the cultural rebirth of the Baltic states, the magnificent imperial riches of St. Petersburg and the luminous “White Nights of Summer” on this remarkable six-country, eight-night Baltic Sea cruise. Enjoy a rare opportunity to hear presentations by former President of Poland Lech Wałęsa and noted author and scholar Sergei N. Khrushchev, son of Soviet Union Premier Nikita Khrushchev. Cruise the Baltic Sea aboard the exclusively chartered Five-Star Le Dumont d’Urville, carrying only 184 passengers from Copenhagen, Denmark, to Stockholm, Sweden, with an excursion included in every port. Immerse yourself in the historic epicenter of the Solidarity movement in Gdańsk, Poland; revel in the medieval charms of Tallinn, Estonia, and Visby, Sweden, both UNESCO World Heritage sites; and discover the stunning architecture of cosmopolitan Helsinki, Finland. Enjoy two days exploring regal St. Petersburg, including a specially arranged early entry into the world-acclaimed State Hermitage Museum, a visit to Peter and Paul Fortress and an excursion to Catherine's Palace and Petrodvorets, two UNESCO World Heritage sites. Wonders of Norway Pre-Cruise and Splendors of Stockholm Post-Cruise Options.

Cruise itinerary is subject to change.

Day
1  Depart the U.S.
2  Copenhagen, Denmark/Emark Le Dumont d’Urville
3  Gdańsk, Poland
4  Cruising the Baltic Sea
5  Tallinn, Estonia
6  St. Petersburg, Russia
7  St. Petersburg
8  Helsinki, Finland
9  Visby, Gotland Island, Sweden
10  Stockholm/Disembark ship/Return to the U.S.
CHANGING TIDES OF HISTORY CRUISING THE BALTIC SEA

INCLUDED FEATURES

Acclaimed Guest Speakers
- Former Polish President and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Lech Wałęsa.
- Scholar and author Sergei Khrushchev, son of Soviet Union Premier Nikita Khrushchev.

On board the exclusively chartered, Five-Star, small ship Le Dumont d’Urville
- Eight-night cruise from Copenhagen, Denmark, to Stockholm, Sweden, featuring port calls at Gdansk, Poland; Tallinn, Estonia; St. Petersburg, Russia; Helsinki, Finland; and Visby, Sweden.
- Elegantly appointed, Five-Star Suite or Stateroom, each with a private bathroom and private balcony.
- Captain’s Welcome and Farewell Receptions.
- Complimentary alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages are available throughout the cruise.
- All meals—early continental breakfast, buffet breakfast, buffet lunch, afternoon tea and dinner—throughout the cruise, featuring fine international and regional cuisine, served at single, unassigned seatings.
- Wine is served with lunch and dinner.
- Complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the ship.
- Blue Eye—the world’s first luxury, multisensory, underwater observatory.
- Tour of the storied port city of Gdansk, including its historic Lenin Shipyard and Old Town.
- Walking tour of Tallinn’s historic and medieval quarters, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
- Specially arranged, early entry to St. Petersburg’s world-renowned State Hermitage Museum, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
- City tour of St. Petersburg, a UNESCO World Heritage site, featuring a visit to the impressive Peter and Paul Fortress.
- Excursion to two UNESCO World Heritage sites—Peter the Great’s Peterhof and Catherine the Great’s palace in Pushkin, featuring the acclaimed Amber Room—including a lunch of traditional Russian specialties.
- City tour of Helsinki featuring a visit to Temppeliaukio Church and a view of the old fortifications of the UNESCO World Heritage site of Suomenlinna.
- Walking tour of the UNESCO World Heritage-designated Visby, a historic former Hanseatic city on the island of Gotland.

Enhanced Travel Services
- Transfers and luggage handling abroad if your arrival(s)/departure(s) coincide with the scheduled group transfer(s).
- Gratuities to local guides and drivers on included excursions and transfers.
- Group visa is included for excursions in Russia.
- Optional Russian folklore performance in St. Petersburg available at additional cost.
- Complimentary bottled water in your Suite or Stateroom and on excursions.
- Hospitality desk aboard ship.
- Experienced Gohagan & Company Travel Directors at your service.
- Complimentary use of an audio headset during guided excursions.
- Automatic $250,000 flight insurance policy for each participant ticketed on flights by Gohagan & Company.

Wonders of Norway Pre-Cruise Option

Splendors of Stockholm Post-Cruise Option

The Travel Program outlined here is subject to the features, final pricing and terms and conditions set forth in the published Travel Program brochure. Upon receipt of the published Travel Program brochure, you will be given 10 days to reconfirm your reservation, at which time any deposit(s) will become subject to cancellation fees.

Program reservations require a deposit of $800 per person.

Enclosed is my/our deposit check(s) for $________ as deposit.
Make check(s) payable to: Gohagan & Company.

I/We authorize you to charge my/our deposit of $________ to:
- Visa
- MasterCard

Send to: Duke Alumni Travels
Box 90572
Durham, NC 27708-0572
Phone: (919) 684-2988
Fax: (919) 660-0148
travel@daa.duke.edu
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